0.8-8 Solar Low-Mass Stars (99.87%)
So, as mentioned, the lower mass type F-M stars on the Main Sequence (<8 solar
mass) constitute ~99.87% of the total stellar population in our galaxy. Most of the
fainter members in the Messier (and NGC) open clusters belong to this category,
though they are not as distinguished in the views through amateur telescopes, where
the luminous and massive type O-A main sequence stars dominate in the young OCs
whereas the older OCs are characterized by a bifurcated CMD with the lower mass MS
stars in their late red giant stage evolving up the RGB and AGB, together with a branch
of blue stragglers in the BSS-patch of the CMD / HR diagram.
We’ve seen how the massive OB-stars end their lives in violent Type-Ibc or Type-II
core-collapse supernovae leaving a veil-nebula (Type-Ibc) plus a neutron star or black
hole core remnants.

When a less massive star in a close binary system with a white dwarf reaches the RGB
phase, the WD can start accreting matter from its bloated companion; This can cause the
WD to becomes unstable and erupt (often repeatedly) as a cataclysmic variable Nova (e.g.,
Nova Del 2013), or -- if the degenerate WD core reaches a mass limit of 1.44 solar --, the
over-fueled WD will explode as a Type-Ia supernova (e.g., Tycho SN1572).
A more peaceful departure for a lower-mass red giant star on the AGB occurs when the
star runs out of fuel in the helium-shell and becomes unstable; This leads to a more benign
thermal pulsing with continuous mass loss through stellar winds, and in a very brief period
(~200 yr) the outer atmosphere is expelled and exposed to the remaining hot luminous
core, which will ionize the gas, thus creating a “planetary Nebula (PN).
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Brown Dwarf

A WD (white dwarf ) accretion Type-Ia supernova
Tycho Brahe “Stella Nova” (SN1572A + Tycho-G WD)
Most intermediate mass stars (1.4-8 solar) end their life quietly as a white dwarf
(WD) , and many of these formed in binary systems. When a dying white dwarf finds
itself in a binary system with a medium mass main sequence star, the companion will
with time develop into a red giant, and at this time, the WD can start accreting
material from its companion, which will reignite the nuclear fusion in the WD and
trigger a type Ia supernova explosion.
This is what happened to Tycho’s “New Star”, which was in fact an old dying WD
in a binary system with a medium mass main sequence star. The SN Ia explosion
obliterated the WD leaving only a hot bubble of debris, and pushed out the binary
companion (SH1572A) as a runaway star.
The hot SNR bubble is easily imaged today in X-ray, but it does not show up in
visible nor Hα light. As the limiting magnitude of my telescopes are well below the
18.7m of the Tycho-G companion (12.7m for my 4” and 13.8m for a 6”) I didn’t expect
to spot the runaway companion with my current scopes, even using IIT. The snapshot
below was taken while observing with a Hα 6nm narrowband filter, -- but I plan to try
again soon with a red longpass. Probably a long shot, but wouldn’t it be nice to say - "Oh yes, I have seen the companion of Tycho’s Stella Nova!"...?

Tycho Brahe “Stella Nova” (SN1572A + Tycho-G WD)
I’ve previously reported on Tycho Brahe’s astronomical instruments, observatories and observations,
and what sparked his career in astronomy was of course his observation of the Cassiopeia Stella Nova in
November 1572:
“On November 11 last year, as I watched the stars in the clear sky after sunset, I became aware that a new and
unknown star was glowing just above my head, which was very clear in comparison to the others. Ever since my
childhood I have been familiar with all the stars of heaven (this knowledge is not so difficult to obtain), and I was
quite sure that there had never been a star in this place in the sky, or in that case a very small star without this
distinct clarity. I was so taken aback by this that I could not believe my own eyes. But when I found out that others
could see it when they were pointed at the place, I was no longer in doubt that a new star had shown up there. It
was in fact the greatest of the miracles that have occurred in nature since the creation of the World...”

Around year 2000 the HST and Chandra space telescopes were aimed at the location of Tycho’s New
Star, and besides the expanding supernova remnant SN1572A, they also identified a probable companion
star: the 18.7m runaway solar type G2IV subgiant star: Tycho-G, at ~2.8 Kpc distance in the Perseus Arm.
Tycho’s New Star thus started as a burned-out white dwarf in a binary systems with an orbiting normal
star, from which it gradually sucked material into an accretion disc. In 1572 it was over-fueled by the
accreted material and suddenly exploded as a type Ia supernova, sending the companion star flying away
at high velocity (-80 km/s).
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Tycho’s “New Star” started as a burned-out white dwarf in a close binary system with an orbiting normal star.
When the normal star evolved off the main sequence to become a red giant, it expanded up the RGB and AGB
branch, and at the same time the WD started to accrete material from the shared double-star envelope.
In 1572 the WD was over-fueled by the accreted material and -- reaching the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.4 solar
mass --, it suddenly exploded as a type Ia supernova, leaving an expanding bubble (SN1572A) and sending the
companion donor star flying away at high velocity (-100 km/s).
The WD progenitor left the SN1572A expanding bubble, which is bright in X-ray radiation but not visible in the
visual part of the spectrum. The SN explosion also kicked out the donor companion star from the binary system
as an 18.7 magnitude “runaway star”. The runaway donor star should be visible visually in a 32” amateur
telescope, and maybe an 8-12” scope using image intensification (night vision) or an astro-camera can catch it.
I’ve tried a couple of times with my 4” refractor + a night vision device (yes, I’m an optimist...) – but no positive
identification, yet. Any amateur with slightly better equipment could be the first to see Tycho-G, so go for it!

Nova Del 2013 (V339 Del)
A fast classical nova (Type NA)

Zeiss Jena 10 x 56
Binocular

Nova Del 2013 is a WD that was over fueled just before Aug. 14. by accretion from
a neighboring binary companion. At this point it erupted and rose in brightness from
~11m to naked eye visibility in just a couple of days.
I first observed it at 5.5m just after the initial max-luminosity stage of the optically
thick fireball, when it had begun slowly cooling down. I followed the fading in
brightness to 7.5m just after day 20 (Sep.6.), during which time the ejecta from the
eruption had cooled down showing strong emission lines.
Later, around day 55, the fading leveled out, as we were now again looking at the
surface of the WD.
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M76 is a young
PPN (age ~3.400yr),
located nearby at a
distance of 0.78 Kpc
in our local Ori-Cyg
arm, but in the
direction
looking
out of our galaxy
towards
the
Perseus arm.
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Its central star
(PPN nucleus) is a
faint ~16m WD (not
observed).
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When an intermedium-mass star (like our sun) reaches the end of the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) where all of its outer atmosphere has been shed,
its core will continue to contract and heat up on its path to become a white dwarf; For a short period the strong IR-radiation begins to illuminate the
shredded material as a small reflection nebula, and as the radiation increases into high-velocity collimated winds (jets), the ejected shells of the protoplanetary nebula (PPN) are further shaped and shocked from their initial spherical shape into an axially symmetric bipolar, Herbig–Haro-like object with
knots and bow shocks. The remaining circum-stellar gas and dust is left as a "Hula Hoop" ring around the waist of the central star, blocking the light
between the bipolar outflows.
When the central star reaches around 30,000 K, it becomes hot enough (now producing UV -radiation) to fully ionize the circumstellar gas, which then
becomes a full-blown planetary nebula; This transition from PPN to PN takes place in less than ~10,000 years.
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towards the Earth. The PPN
shows a circumstellar disc plus
collimated jet-induced shock
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two lobes.
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M1-92 is a young PPN (age
~3000 yr) at a distance of ~2.5
Kpc up our Ori-Cyg spiral arm.
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M1-92 NGC7293
The Helix
PN in Aquarius

It’s an early evening in the start of November (2030 local UT+1), and I’m out
in my NELM ~4.8 backyard to hunt down the Moby Dick of planetary nebulae:
NGC 7293, the Great Wide Helix PN. The conditions are overwhelmingly
against me (transparency 3-4/7, 19% moon in Taurus), but – call me Ishmael
- I have sailed out to try harpoon this monster tonight.

From Ups Aqr I slowly pan my Vixen 80mm a good 1° W till I hit upon a small triangle asterism with
the right-angle pointing N, and marked by a nice ~11m double star. I know the Helix is submerged in the
0.9° FOV of my CZJ O-10mm eyepiece, just above this asterism, -- but try as I may, I can’t see any trace of
it, not even using my UHC or O-III filters. To reel in this large planetary Leviathan, I’ll have to switch to live
video.

WD

NGC 7293 is a very close by (~0.2 Kpc) PN, in the immediate
neighborhood of our solar system in the local Ori-Cyg arm, looking
up and inwards in the Milky Way towards Aquarius (below Aquila).
The PN is ~11.000 yr old with a hot WD (2226-210) central star,
ionizing a bipolar central and hot expanding bubble of He, H and O
surrounded by a post-AGB doughnut/torus of N in the equatorial
plane When we observed this structure obliquely along the axis of
symmetry, the PN look somewhat like a helix.
In high resolution the inner torus shows many radially
symmetric cometary knots carved out by the strong stellar wind
from the central WD. Also, there are signs of bow shocks in the
torus from a NE-SW jet shot out by the central WD.

Clicking over to the R2 ccd/lcd, at first the view is close to what I observed in my 10mm ortho eyepiece,
-- at medium settings of gain and averaging, I see no trace of the PN. Cranking up the signal amplification
to max levels, I DO get a very faint oval outline of the PN, a 2-3’ wide ring, ~10’ diameter, oriented SE-NW,
and fading towards the NW. I can spot the 13.4m central star core (PN Nucleus), a 100 KK hot white dwarf
WD 2226-21, which is ionizing the gas envelope that it ejected in the AGB phase. I’ve marked it with a
circle on my drawing. This is all as it should be, but I can see no details in the nebula…
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M57 is a ~7000 yr old PN, located close by at 0.78 Kpc up
our local Ori-Cyg spiral arm (close to M27, The Dumbell PN).
M57 has a ~16m WD central star (~PN Nucleus) with a bipolar
central bubble of He, H and O-outflow, inside a torus of
glowing N in the equatorial plane; This morphology appears
as a ring when observed along the axis of symmetry.
In close-up observation, the ring shows a knotty structure
carved out like spokes by strong stellar winds from the WD.
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The Dumbbell is an aging (~15.000 yr.) elliptical multi-shell PN, located close by at 0.38 Kpc up the Orion-Cyg spiral
arm. The central "apple core" body shows bright knots with emission in Ha and He, while the fainter surrounding halo
has two inner OIII -emitting shells inside an NII -emitting envelope. At the centre of the PN is seen the degenerate WD
progenitor star.

Sh2-188
The Dolphin
PN In
Cassiopeia

Sh2-188 is an intermediary age (7.500 yr) onesided PN at a distance of ~0.7 Kpc looking out our
local Ori-Cyg arm towards Cassiopeia. It has a
filamentary, crescent shaped SE limb created by its
central WD-star moving fast (125 km/s) through and
interacting with the ISM (interstellar medium).
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M97 (N3587)
The OWL
PN in UMa

M97 is an intermediary age (8.000 yr) PN located at a distance of ~0.8 Kpc, looking out and up
above our local Ori-Cyg arm towards Ursa Major. It was formed in the post-AGB stage of a now 14m
WD-star, residing at the center of bipolar cavity (“the eyes”). The cavity was blown up by hot stellar
winds from the WD, and is now surrounded by a bright main nebula shell plus a faint outer halo.
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N6826

NGC 6826 is a PN located close by at
a distance of 0.67 Kpc, up our local OriCyg spiral arm, in Cygnus.
N6826 shows a central WD-star (the
core-remnant of the Red Giant
progenitor) inside a bright gaseous shell
surrounded by a fainter halo of
previously ejected stellar atmosphere.
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At high magnification (zoom-in), the
PN shows a SE-NW elongated oval
shape with a bright patch on either side
of the center. This morphology is caused
by a bipolar jet hitting the PN-shell at
supersonic speed, thus heating up the
bright regions known as FLIERs (Fast
Low-Ionization Emission Regions).
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N1501
Oyster PN

It’s an early evening (18:30 Loc) in late December 2016; It’s calm and relatively mild for the season (Temp. hovering
around 4°C /39°F), resulting in a high humidity, which is lowering the transparency somewhat; The seeing however is
stable above medium, so all-in-all an acceptable evening for a DSO hunt.
My target for tonight is Kemble-1, including the two NGCs at the end of The Cascade : NGC 1502 (the ”Jolly Roger”
OC) and NGC 1501 (the ”Oyster” PN). My star hop to Kemble’s Cascade takes off from Eta PER (the crown chakra of
Perseus), up NE ca. 5° to Stock 23 (Pazmino’s OC), and further up another 5° to a line of three ~5m stars, just to the W of
Kemble-1. Using my Baader/Zeiss C60/250mm f/4 finder (10x @ 4° FOV), I just pan the field from Eta PER 2x up NE, and
now have The Cascade cantered in the view.
In fact, the finder acts as a small RFT, that nicely frames Kemble-1, so I decide to sketch the object as is, at 4° FOV and
10x magnification. Already in the finder, there’s a 2½° long line of 8-9m stars, ”splashing down” from the NW to the SE,
then forking like an inverted ”Y” into a short branch bending NE, and another, longer creek running SE. At the end of the
NE branch, just 20’ downstream, is a pool of starlight: the open cluster NGC 1502. Following the SE creek 1½° south takes
me to a ~7m star, and to the W of this: the position of the planetary nebula NGC 1501.
Using pure visual tonight, this PN is only borderline visible in my 80mm refractor, and trying very hard, I think I may
perhaps glimpse a very faint shadow of a hazy spot at the right position; I have however a silver bullet in my eyepiece
revolver: the R2 live ccd/lcd. Switching to this weapon, I immediately see the PN as a nebulous ”donut”: a broad ring with
a darker center around a relatively bright central star – like a pearl in a clam shell (which of course is what gave it the
nickname ”The Oyster Nebula”).
In the live video, the ring of NGC 1501 shows up as considerably broader than that of M57 (the Ring Nebula in Lyra),
obviously mottled/textured and slightly elliptical in the NE-SW direction. The central star (14.4m) is also significantly
hotter and more luminous that that in M57 (15.8m). It is a type WC/Wolf-Rayet star with strong emission in C, O and He,
pulsating ~0.1m in brightness over a timescale of just half an hour. NGC 1504 is a fine delicate view with EAA in a small
telescope!

N1501 is a PN located at 1.5 Kpc distance
above the outer Local Arm towards
Cameleopardalis. The central star of N1501 is a
bright and fast variable (30min pulsating?)
close binary that is embedded in a bubbly shell
of ejected gas.
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NGC 7662 is a triple-shell early
elliptical PN close by at ~1 Kpc up
the Local Arm towards Andromeda.
It shows up as a bright and thick
main rim, surrounded by a faint
outer shell inside a still fainter
extended hot halo.
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High resolution HST images
reveal several knots (FLIERs) and a
small jet-like feature.
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